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with any third. Make sure you read the fine print on the ad, as our deals are at the.The Air Force nuclear drone pilot had a little too
much to drink before his flight. A Montana woman reported her husband was intoxicated when she picked him up Thursday morning
at a bar near their home. It turns out the pilot was more than a little high. “The pilot of the UAV, a technical officer, was observed to
be staggering,” Lt. Col. Michael Stevenson, commander of the 56th Civil Engineering Group, a nuclear-powered drone base in
Augusta, Ga., said in an Air Force release. “The staff sergeant was sent to the ground for flight planning,” he said. “The remaining
flight crew was sequestered and rerouted.” After landing, the woman took her husband home. “The couple did not go on a date,”
Stevenson said. “They went home.” The base released a statement saying it was conducting an “alcohol management training event”
Friday. “Failure to maintain sobriety is unacceptable, and the safety of our personnel is paramount,” the statement said. The Air Force
said the pilot did not suffer any apparent ill effects.Florida death penalty: Judge to hold hearing on inmate's execution by gassing Lee
County Circuit Judge Charles Dodson will hold a hearing on Monday to determine whether to allow the execution of an inmate whose
head will be submerged in a chamber containing gases intended to kill the condemned. If the judge rules that the inmate’s execution
is legal, it would be the first in the U.S. using gassing. Lawyers for Jeffrey Demond Brooks, a 36-year-old convicted killer whose
execution is set for Thursday, contend Florida’s method is cruel and unusual punishment. A decision by Dodson would set a legal
precedent for several other states considering gassing as an execution method, including Oregon and Arizona. Brooks is the fifth
prisoner to die this year in Florida after the state's governor
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